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“She’s sold 50 million albums and 180 million singles, and won six Grammys. Pretty 
extraordinary for a Barbadian tomboy named Robyn Rihanna Fenty who never took singing 
lessons. Fashion-wise, Rihanna’s a hit-maker for the masses and the designers. The Rihanna 
Effect was all over the spring collections.” 
PROMPT: How does Rihanna exert her creative confidence through fashion? How has this contributed to 
her success as a musician and artist?

Regarded as a “must-watch” episode of Chef’s Table, the “self-taught Slovenian chef Ana 
Roš uses ingredients from her remote surroundings to create inspired and surprising 
dishes.”  
PROMPT: After a late culinary start, how did Roš cultivate her creativity and confidence in the 
kitchen? How should this inform your own creative journey?

“No rapper has embodied hip-hop’s often contradictory impulses of narcissism and social 
good quite as he has, and no producer has celebrated the lush and the ornate quite as he 
has. He has spent most of his career in additive mode, figuring out how to make music 
that’s majestic and thought-provoking and grand-scaled. And he’s also widened the genre’s 
gates, whether for middle-class values or high-fashion and high-art dreams.” Read this 
2013 interview and check out The Kanye West Self-Confidence Generator for more inspiration! 
PROMPT: How does Kanye’s confidence enable him to continually create and influence? How does he 
reflect on and fuel this confidence?

“If you work with young children, which word better describes you: creative or playful?…
At Earlyarts, we believe both concepts are fundamental to a positive, developmental 
environment in which a young child's amazing potential can be observed and nurtured.” 
PROMPT: How did adults nurture your creative confidence and playfulness as a child? How might 
national policies + frameworks impact the future of creativity and innovation?
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